New South Wales/ACT

[GRADE]
- A+ >30 tonne axle loads
- A 22-30 tonne axle loads
- B 20-22 tonne axle loads
- C 18-20 tonne axle loads
- D 15.5-18 tonne axle loads
- E <15.5 tonne axle loads

Scale 1:~5,000,000

Kilometres

100 0 100 200 300 400

[NSW/ACT: GRADE]
- A+ >30 tonne axle loads
- A 22-30 tonne axle loads
- B 20-22 tonne axle loads
- C 18-20 tonne axle loads
- D 15.5-18 tonne axle loads
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NO GRADE 'D' OR 'E' TRACK